
Part 18 - True Constitution Why The Flag?   

 

 

INVOCATION: Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence from the Great Central Sun, ‘I AM’ the Immortal 

God Governing For Divine Justice to Be Activated More Directly Seizing this 

Opportunity for this Global Movement To Embrace World Independence, Union and 

the Correct and Rightful Relationships between Mankind and God Life, The Elemental, 

Devas and Angelic Host, beginning between mankind and themselves.  Blaze Forth the 

Violet Consuming Flame of Purity, Within The ‘I AM ‘One World Nation, Consuming All 

human discord.  ‘I AM’ God's Authority and Presence of the Cosmic Light Substance of 

Immortal Purity, 'I AM' The Qualifying Victorious Christ Presence and 'I AM' The Heart, 

Mind and Body Temple of The 'I AM' One World Nation.  ‘I AM’ The Cosmic and 

Universal Laws Acting Out Here and There! 

‘Let There Be Light in This One World Nation!’  

'Let There Be Love in This One World Nation!' 

'Let The Peace of God Become the Governing Power of Truth In This One World Nation!'  

'Let The Joy and Freedom of the People Be That Peace and Create Heaven Upon and Within 

This 'I AM' One World Nation'! 

“'I AM' The Heart of This One World Nation!”  

 

ST GERMAIN: -  Greetings Dear One’s, I have a lot to speak to you about today and do not 

wish to go over what has been shared in My previous Address in Discourse 5 of the True 

Constitution Petition Series  So, I will inform you now that that Communication shall be the 

prelude of this new Discourse today.  Go back now and review what I shared there for you; it 

needs to be told to you again.  This time, in no uncertain terms, for the importance of your 

own Deeper Understandings of these continuous situations, circumstances and attitudes that 

you continue to accept for yourselves.  I may appear to be coming across a little crabby today, 

but this is for your own good and more so, the Greater Good of All Concerned within the 

Whole of the Human Race and the Earth Now!  I can only Speak to you in this way because 

you have given Me Your Permissions to do so, else I would not be taking you aside to point 

out your errors, your inconsistencies and your half-heartedness in your Giving Back to God, 

that effect not only you in ways you cannot even begin to imagine right now, but those Who 

You have Pledged Your Allegiances too!  No schooling upon the Earth comes anywhere close 

to the Classes here you Signed up for, so you cannot treat them with, in such cases, so much 

contempt.  You cannot see and therefore cannot Understand the damage controls needed to 

bring balance back into your life, due to your inefficacy of thoughts, words and actions that 

you continue to create on Both Sides of the Veil!  I Truly Wish you could see this first-hand.  If 

you could, you would change your life in a flash, in a nano-second!  So Please Listen carefully 



My Brothers and Sisters, because Our Greatest Desire for you is to Attain these 

Understandings with even Greater Awareness to Move Forward. 

My Friends, this is no longer about you!  Do you Understand this statement????  You, as you 

see yourself, you who are not the body, you are not the mind you live by; you who see 

yourselves within the reflections of the outer world, DO NOT EXIST!  I shall say again, you as 

you are seeing yourselves, even reading or listening to this, you DO NOT EXIST!  Therefore 

you cannot sit upon your moralities or ethics, your own human creation of principles, your 

axioms no longer apply, and your beliefs are so false in their realities are so far away from the 

REALITY of God Life Itself, that if they continue, so will you continue upon the Wheels of 

Karma.  Sorry to be so blunt, but you need a ‘rocket’ Dear Heart’s to lift you up off the 

platforms from which you currently think, speak and function.  The Significances of your 

present lives, may need to be present, for you all have personal responsibilities to honour!  

But Dear One’s it is not what you do in your life it is the attitudes by which you do them, that 

are needed to be contemplated from a whole new Level of Awareness. 

Beloveds of My Heart, if you are going to be Given Greater Awareness to take on Higher Light, 

then Greater Responsibilities are Attached to that Privilege and Light, and if you cannot Prove 

Yourselves within the Truth of That Love and Light, then further progress here is not going to 

be possible.  You MUST Truly Understand and Comprehend, that without the Firm Foundation 

in Alchemy and the Formulas of Self-Transformation, one ‘WILL’ remain prone to the human 

traps of those old human conditions.  And unless you Step Up to these Responsibilities, 

Voluntarily, of your own Volition, without being asked, you are wasting your time even being 

here.  You are wasting My Efforts and Those Efforts of your Sponsors to offer you Greater 

Awareness.  No ‘I AM’ Presence or Master will reach out to you if you do not Give Back that 

which you Are Given.  This is such a simple Cosmic Law.  The Law of Giving and Receiving!  I 

have been very clear in the past with these situations.  Remember the Discourse ‘6 

Introduction Alchemy Class Parable of the Sower St Germain 20200128’, where I told you; 

“So Dear Hearts, I tell you, lack of attention and focus on what you are being given, especially 

at those levels of what We The Masters are Expressing or ‘Vibrating’ from within Our Life in 

Higher Dimensions as Jesus has in His Christ Letters to you where the ordinary human faculties 

of seeing and hearing do not function, renders our Service in the outer world where you 

presently place your focus, lesser than it Is.  And I Truly wish for you all to take this on board.  

If you do not grasp these facts then Attaining Your Christed Garments of your own, where you 

will no longer be acting as a human being, but rather a ‘Christed One’, BEING!” 

It has now been nearly five and a half months since the Inauguration of the True Constitution 

was Signed, and no more than a handful of you have made any Real Effort to Give Back, 

Energetically speaking, to Contribute to this Massive Undertaking.  “But what can I do”, I Hear 

you ask!  I Tell you, Your ‘I AM’ Knows what you can do!   This is not about sitting back and 

being led by the hand, ‘those days are over’!  This is about ‘YOU’, The Real You, The God 

Within You, not the human you think you are.  It Is about Standing Up Within your Own Divine 

Authority, Your Own God Sovereignty and Your Own Knowing that You Are Here to Be of the 



Greatest Divine Service that has ever been seen within All of God’s Creations anywhere in the 

Cosmoses!   

Service in a Way Few Are Aware of right Now!  Complacency and sitting back waiting for 

others to do the Work is just not acceptable, not now in this continued Unseen Class 

Environment and Being One Who HAS Accepted Extra-Ordinary Release of Instructions.  This 

cannot be left to the Core of the EGA, it must Become By Your Own Divine Presence, Who Is 

‘That Authority’!  Do you Understand that no-one can become a Member of the Christ 

Councils, or raise their consciousness up into the Levels of such Consciousness until they can 

Think, Speak and Act Alone within the Powers of the ‘I AM’ First and then within the New 

Ashramic Groups of the New True Constitution and ‘I AM’ One World Nation?  Does the Name 

mean nothing to you?  ‘I AM’ One World Nation!  A New Nation Built Upon Your TRUE 

CONSTITUTION! 

It is not a personal thing Dear One’s, it is not about you, It Is about COSMIC LAW, The Law of 

One! 

There are no coincidences then, that you find yourselves back in another respite situation 

that will this time either open the door wider for your own Desired Global Participation as 

‘Authorities’ of the things that will Act Out Here within the New ‘I AM’ One World Nation or 

remain as an individual or group participator within your own world.  There is no judgement 

here, again, it is not personal.  But there is now a fine line being drawn in the sand for you to 

feel and see. 

Dear One’s, We need you as much on this side of the Veil, as We need you there on your side 

of the Veil.  And that is why We have now Opened the Door to bring more potential Dear 

Soul’s to Enter the EGA to become engaged more within the Alignment of the Ashramic Group 

Synthesis and the Divine Economy of the EGA Divine Plan.  We are continuing to be unable to 

find the levels of Trust and Faith in you, so as to give you even more Awareness, Knowledge 

and Responsibilities.  There are others now lining up to come in and take the places that those 

of you, who cannot or choose not to fulfil your Pledges and Obligations of your Covenants.   

These New Dear Hearts will begin to arrive at The EGA’s Doorstep with the skills and 

wherewithal, to help in the vast amounts of Divine Undertakings, that are going to be required 

to fulfil the Opportunities that are NOW Queuing up, for the Progressive Growth and 

Development of the New True Constitution and the New ‘I AM’ One World Nation.  This is 

not the Work of a Few!  It is the Work of many, hundreds, even thousands of Individuals and 

Groups as They, Who will Express Their Own Individualized God Gifts for the Advancement of 

the New One World Nation, that is Now firmly Planted and Grounded within the Earth and 

Human Consciousness and Who will give Their Pledges and Covenants to Be of Divine Service 

to humanity and the Earth.   

Dear Hearts, One cannot make Invocations and Decrees and then not Follow Through!  This 

is incorrect and only diminishes the Resonances and Energies of the Individual and Combined 

Group Efforts!  Think about Rightful Application to God Life!  Do these Words below, not mean 

anything to you? 

“The Truth of Our Divine Souls and Beingness, In Divine Joy, Happiness, Abundance, Peace 

and Beauty for All, Uniting Together as One People Within the ‘I AM’ One World Nation of 



this New Erthe Paradigm, Affirm Our God Life Energies Herein.  We Come Together this day 

and Every day In Full Support for the Implementation of this Divine True Constitution, 

Protected through the Buddhic Columns Sacred Radiant Cosmic Christ White Fire Light 

Substance.”  

For those of you who Know My Part in the signing of the US Constitution, you will Know of 

how I had to come forward to Align the consciousness of those Dear Souls as they too 

floundered, argued, and just could not find that place within themselves to make the choices 

needed at the time to sign.  You Know Who ‘I AM’ speaking to here!  And here you are again!  

And here ‘I AM’ again!  You Signed the True Constitution with Greater Ease and Peace of Mind 

in Knowing the reasons why this time, but you still fail to see beyond these Signatures.   

A few weeks ago you were all given information and instruction that ‘no’ Group has ever been 

given before regarding such a Historical event in 1787 that changed the world forever.  That 

information allowed those of who were able to discover certain things about not only 

themselves in this lifetime, but many situations, circumstances and events that took place 

both before and after the US Constitution and Declaration of Independence were signed.    

What took place after these parchments were executed were not down to what was agreed 

within them, but the continued desires by so many of those in power and saw personal 

opportunities to take advantage of so much.  America was still young and to potential of such 

gain, was quickly sought after through personal agendas.  The next 233 years, well …..  you 

just need to look at history as what has taken place and see how all this has led to such 

travesties of greed, control, ownership of man and property, the inhumanity to mankind is 

heart-breaking to say the least!  The US Constitution was to Free the People and provide a 

Peaceful Liberated Nation through equality and by Harmonious means!  It did not achieve its 

goal and that is such a devastative situation to have happened.  That was then and this is 

Now!  It will not happen this way again, EVER!!  WE WILL NOT ALLOW IT!  GOD WILL NOT 

ALLOW IT!  WHY?  Because now We have Dear Souls Who Know the Truth, Who Have Pledged 

their Lives to Correct these wrongs, bring Balance and Harmony back to Humanity and the 

Earth.  To Bring Freedom and Liberty to All, not just the few.  To All Nations, not just one.   

I told you in my last address, ‘with Greater Awareness Comes Greater Responsibility and those 

who shall open themselves to step forward to engage and bring forward such a Unity 

Consciousness must remain extremely cognizant and mindful, indeed more so than ever before 

of the continued potentials of entanglement within the realms of lower consciousness.’   

In My Speech that day, back then, I said: 

"Sign!  if the next moment the gibbet's rope is round your neck!  Sign!  if the next moment this 
hall rings with the echo of the falling axe!  Sign!  By all your hopes in life or death, as husbands 
– as fathers – as men – sign your names to the Parchment or be accursed forever! 

"Sign! – and not only for yourselves, but for all ages.  For that Parchment will be the Textbook 
of Freedom – the Bible of the Rights of Man forever! 



"Sign! – for that declaration will go forth to American hearts forever, and speak to those hearts 
like the Voice of God!  And its work will not be done, until throughout this wide Continent not 
a single inch of ground owns the sway of a British King! 

"Nay, do not start and whisper with surprise!  It is a truth, your own hearts witness it, God 
proclaims it.  – This Continent is the property of a free people, and their property alone.  God, 
I say, proclaims it! 

TODAY!  I Say to you again; 

"Rise Up in the Name of God!  if the next moment your last breath arrives!  Rise Up in the 
Name of God!  if the next moment this world resounds with the echo of chaos gone wild!  Rise 
Up in the Name of God!  By All Your Divine Trust and Faith in God Life, as husbands and wives 
– as fathers and mothers – as men and women – Rise Up in the Name of God!  In Your ‘I AM’ 
Presence to the Responsibilities of such a True Constitution that You Yourselves Have Signed! 
Rise Up in the Name of God! 

"Rise Up in the Name of God! – and not only for yourselves, but for Every Man, Woman and 
Child;  For Every Element, Deva and Angelic Host; For Every Sentient Life Stream in all of the 
four lower Kingdoms.  Rise Up in the Name of God!  For that Parchment will be the Textbook 
of Freedom – the Bible of the Rights of Man Forever! 

"Rise Up in the Name of God! – for that Declaration ‘Will’ Go Forth into The ‘I AM One World 
Nation of Hearts Forever, and Speak to those Hearts like the Voice of God!  And Its Work will 
not be done, until throughout All of God’s Creations, not a single square inch of ground, time 
or space shall be unaffected. 

"Nay, do not start and whisper with surprise!  It is a Truth, your Own Hearts Have Witnessed 
It, God Proclaims It.  – This Earth, This Solar System, This Galaxy, This Universe, This Cosmos is 
the God Domain of Free People of All Cultures, Races and Creeds, and Their God Domain Alone.  
God, I Say, Proclaims It!  Rise Up in the Name of God!”  End Speeches. 

I have said more than I intended to you on this subject, so I will say no more.  Rather We Shall 

Seek now that which is Unseen! 

Beloved Brothers and Sisters, let Us look at something for a moment, that does in many ways 

creates its own obstacles.  That of Salvation!  To Be the Salvation of the World, one first needs 

to Understand ‘Salvation’ and where it comes from!  Therefore the Light in man and woman, 

is the same Light in God in miniature.  And this Light is the Saviour, not man or woman 

themselves.  This Light, correctly understood is that which is Found, or more accurately 

Expressed, Released through Radiation that occurs through the Process of Regeneration.  The 

Secret Method used to effect this Release without the long spiralling path of Evolutionary 

Process, was the Great and Supreme Secret of the Mystery Schools, only revealed to those 

Who have Proven themselves Worthy to be Entrusted with the Power of Life and Death.  

These Mysteries are available more readily today, for anyone ready to make these Advances 

for themselves. 



Those Who are Consciously Aware of this Light in Themselves and Others are called ‘Sons and 

Daughters of the Light’ and who have been well informed of the Secrets in how to Expand, 

Radiate and Exemplify such Light.  These are the Dear Soul’s since time immemorial, have 

worked with such Knowledge and many of you are here again today and have been called 

‘Children of the Sun’ or ‘Sons and Daughters of the God or the Light’!  The True Secret of the 

Powers of Regeneration, and We have broached this through the 12 Mind Powers; 

‘Regeneration’, Being One of the 12 Qualities and Virtues that is required to Perfect before 

the Christ Consciousness can be Embraced Fully, yet this Secret is more about the ‘Element of 

Fire’ in the Human Soul.  This then would Qualify the ‘Sons and Daughters of God or of Light 

also being called Sons and Daughters of Fire’, or ‘Children of the Sun’! 

This is the same ‘Fire’ We Use for any Precipitation and Transformation within the Divine 

Alchemical Process.  It is this lack of ‘Fire’ that those who do not know that they have this 

Light within them and who, if they do, make no Real Commitment or Devotion to Self to Learn 

how to Use It, and so remain absent of any ‘aspiration’ to succeed.  In other words, who do 

not step forward with the Correct Use of the Alchemical White Fire Sacred Cosmic Christ Light 

Substance in their own world.  The result then limits such individuals to remain ‘True Children 

of The Earth’, also called ‘The Sons and Daughters of Water’, who cling to their parents 

(symbolically speaking, meaning those beliefs and programming patterns that hold them to 

the earthly condition).  There is a difference between the ‘Sons and Daughters of the Light, 

God or Fire’ and the ‘Sons and Daughters of Water’ (of the Earth).  And the same Aspects of 

Regeneration are in both, however, the ‘Sons and Daughters of Fire’ are more familiar to that 

of manifestation of more sustainable things, and Who Are the Builders of the True Eternal 

Flames, Monuments, Cities and Nations.  They are the Pioneers of New Worlds, New Laws 

and New Civilizations.  They are the wanderers upon the face of the Earth with eyes fixed 

upon the Flaming Stars of Their Origins from which they came. 

Those who are born as ‘Children of Fire’ are Sons and Daughters of the Divinity In Man, while 

those who are born ‘Children of Water’ are the Sons and Daughters of Humanity in Man. 

‘Aspiration’ then, is the Keyword for the ‘Children of Fire’ or the ‘Sons and Daughters of Fire’ 

for it is within Their natures, they again, again and again ‘Rise Up’, like the Phoenix from the 

ashes of failure!  The fundamental difference between these two groups are plainly visible 

within daily life!  ‘Sons and Daughters of Water’ are always contented with life as they live it, 

leaving others to reach the Goals in Life.  Some are, the ‘Keepers of Flocks’, those who Service 

the needs of communities, towns and cities and nations, small or large, they Service the needs 

of human beings, as in community services.  While the ‘Sons and Daughters of Fire’ are 

builders of communities, cities and nations.  One Group is Conservative and the Other 

Progressive in nature.  One is happy, settling for the immediate view of the outer, the other 

fixes their focus on the future, never content to remain where they are.  However, the nature 

of both in every living aspect, are able to live and exist together, however not always in 

harmony!  In time these two Groups of individuals will Unite as One Working Together Within 

a Greater Cohesiveness within the Formations of the Ashramic Groups of Synthesis and  

Divine Alchemy being Used for the Grace of All God Life. 



This Light, down through the ages is the Light that it is said to have taken on Its Own Bodies, 

that have been born to witness that Light, the Great Spiritual Truth behind the Symbol of the 

Embodied Light is that in the Soul of Every Creature within those whose Mind Intelligence is 

born, there dwells a Spirit which assumes the nature of that Intelligence.  Every Truly 

Intelligent man and woman who is working to spread that Light in the World, is Christened or 

En-Lightened by the actual labour, which he or she is seeking to perform.  The fact that Light 

(or Divine Intelligence) partakes of the nature of both God and the Earth – ‘Children of Fire 

and Children of Water’, are provided by the names which are given to the Personifications of 

This Light, for at one time they are called the ‘Sons and Daughters of God’ and another time 

the ‘Sons and Daughters of Men’, respectively. 

The Initiates within the Mystery Schools were always Instructed concerning the Existence of 

three Suns.  The first of which being the Vehicle for God The Father, Enlightened and Warmed 

His or Her Spirit.  The second, the Vehicle of God the Son/Daughter which unfolded and 

Broadened their minds.  And the third, the Vehicle of the Holy Spirit or ‘I AM’, that Nourished 

and Strengthened Their Bodies.  Not only is the Light a physical element, but it is also a mental 

and Spiritual Element and as such is a visible one!  Yet the Disciple in the Temple, both Outer 

and Inner Temples, is told to revere the Invisible Sun, even more than they do the visible one.   

For every visible thing is an effect and only that which is Invisible is Causal.  And God is the 

Causal of All Causes and He/She Dwells within the Invisible World of Causation.  Can you begin 

to see why I have asked you all to no longer seek that which is seen, rather Seek that which is 

Unseen!  Here the Light you Seek is Unseen, and therefore if you seek only the visible, then it 

is only the affects you shall find, not the Cause of those affections.  Here lies a huge Realization 

for those Who are either the ‘Children of Fire’ or the ‘Children of Water!’ 

Within the Mystery School Temples, the SUN is Beheld Shining at midnight, for within such 

Chambers of the Temples the Sun Shone Brilliantly Illuminated although there were no lamps 

of any kind.  The Invisible Sun is not limited by walls, nor even the surface of the earth itself, 

for its Rays Being Higher than the physical substance in the Vibratory Rate where It’s Light 

Passes unimpeded through all the Planes of Physical Substance.  To Those capable of Seeing 

the Light of these Spiritual Orbs, there is no darkness, for they are dwelling in the Presence of 

Limitless Light and at Midnight they See the Sun Shining under their feet. 

I Am going to close this Discourse shortly, but before I go, I wish to Thank All of those within 

the EACOL, who have Participated in the Creation of the New ‘I AM’ One World Nation Flag.  

It has taken considerable time to find this Light within this Flag, That is Both in its physical 

form, as well as Its Invisible Formlessness.  I can tell you now, when this Flag is Flying in a 

future time, very close to your present day, those with Eyes to See will be the ones who will 

first Experience this Flag Emanating the Light Substance of God Shining Upon their Own Divine 

Paths.  Soon after, this Flag will be seen by the ordinary person, who will see these Flags 

holding some sort of Miracle that will change something profoundly within them.  This Flag, 

with its Divine Light and Symbology will be a Guiding Light for All To See, Consciously or 

unconsciously, with the Eye of God, or the eye of man and woman.  It will be likened to the 

lamp that like a magnet attract the moths and other insects to it.  This ‘I AM’ One World 

Nation Flag Will Divinely Magnetise Unto It, those who both Know Their Divine Path 



Consciously and those who continue to seek Their Path.  This Flag will be Presented to the 

Elemental Grace Alliance Council with its Petition to the Directors of the Karmic Board when 

the final details, have been defined and agreed by the Core of the EGA (EACOL).  I just wanted 

to make a comment about this Flag, in Light of the ‘Light’ that We have been speaking about 

herein.  This Flag then will be the Very Countenance, Mien and Presence of the ‘Sons and 

Daughters of Fire and in due course The Sons and Daughters of Water, through Their 

Individualized Expressions of Their God Life to Humanity, the Elementals, Devas, Angelic 

Host and the Earth and All Sentient Life that resides upon and within Her’! 

Again, I tell you, this Discourse has been given to inform you in advance, that right now the 

EGA Membership, who are at the Forefront of Its Growth and Development can no longer 

Support the Levels of Work that shall begin to be Magnetized toward it!  Already in this 

timeline, they are somewhat behind in what was expected.  No-one’s fault, but a situation 

that We Now need to take Extra-Ordinary Steps to rectify. 

So the Doors into the Outer Circles of Light of the EGA have been Elected by the Hierarchy to 

be Opened so as to move those forward to help in the EGA progressive requirements and 

perhaps, even replace those who continue to make choices through their own ‘free will’ not 

to make the choices needed to step into and through the next Rings of Consciousness. 

This time of Respite is once again upon you.  This time the Planets have aligned Themselves 

to Intensify these Opportunities for you and many, many others.  Every person upon the 

planet will feel their effects.  We Divinely, Invite you not to pass up this Opportunity!  It will 

not be coming around again in this lifetime for you! 

In the Book ‘A Course of Love’ by Mari Perron, Jesus The Christ says through her, this on page 

126/127; 

“An external world is but a projection that cannot take you away from the Internal world 

where you Exist in Wholeness, a Link in the chain of Creation.  Imagine again this chain and 

your Self among those who comprise it and imagine the life that you experience now taking 

place much like that you would see projected upon a movie screen.  You have not left your 

place as you view and experience its sights and sounds, joys and sorrows.  And yet you are also 

part of that projection, and this where your awareness now abides, seemingly trapped upon 

the screen, viewing everything from the two eyes of the one projected there.  Again, this is but 

what this Course’s exercises have attempted to help you see, a world where you can observe 

and learn in and from, for as long as you would choose to learn what the idea of separation 

would teach you.  Making a new choice, a choice to learn from Unity, is what this Course 

prepares you for!” 

She goes on to say, 

“Perception of levels is a function of time, and thus it seems that great amounts of time are 

needed before change of a lasting nature can occur.  This is why Miracles save time, for they 

integrate all levels, temporarily, collapsing time.  Time is actually a measurement of learning, 

or the ‘time’ it takes for learning is experienced in time.   

“In order for your experience base to change from that of learning in separation to that of 

learning in Unity, learning from what Unity can Teach, you must be birthed as an idea.  To 



hear or learn of other’s idea is not learning from Unity in Order for it to come from within and 

leave not its Source.  An Idea of Mine can only become an idea of yours through your own 

relationship with it.  You need only to experience this idea in your own way, from the desire to 

know which all ideas are born, in Order to give it Life!”  End Excerpts 

Dear Ones, this in My View, sums up what I Am saying to you within this Discourse.  Try to 

Understand it in terms of ‘ or the mind or that which you see as a reflection of yourself that 

you project upon your movie screen of earthly life’! 

Take then, the Ever-Burning Light, Your Eternal Flame That Is Within, The Eternal Fire in the 

Universe, to Raise You Up from the ashes of your own ‘burnt out’ world remains.  Regenerate 

and Transform Your Life NOW into that which you have not yet SELF REALIZED into 

Manifestation.  It will take some serious and close Commitment and Devotion to Your Self, 

Your ‘I AM’ Presence for and behalf of Who You Truly Are!  Half-heartedness will definitely 

not help you, the EGA or any other Divine Plan you may like to be of Service to!  You will not 

do this, while you place your daily foci upon the outer world of illusions.  Wholeheartedness 

is the Balance of Divine Heart and Higher Mind, anything else is half-heartedness. 

You Are ‘NOT’ who you see in front of your bathroom mirror!  It is Time for You to See 

what is within that Mirror!  There You ‘WILL’ Find that ……… 

‘YOU ARE, THE HEART OF THE ‘I AM’ ONE WORLD NATION’! 

“We Call Upon Beloved Elohim and Eloah, Peace and Aloha to Seal these Actions, Intentions 

and Prayers that none shall be diminished, reduced or desecrated in any way, shape or form.  

We have Committed Our Self to this True Constitution, ‘I AM’ One World Nation 

Indentures, (the Spiritual Parchment) Accepting that this Activity of Light Will Be God 

Victoriously Accomplished in this Sacred Holy Now Instant that Will be Intensified and 

Magnified Moment by Moment to the Maximum that Cosmic Law Will Allow, until the New 

Living Group Organisms, the Sacred Heart Consciousness of the Living Christs and The Body 

Temples of Mankind Everywhere, are returned in Every Way back to Their Fixed Divine God 

Design, the Radiance of the Sacred Christ White Fire Electronic Light Substance.  In God’s 

Holy Grace, It Is Done!  These Decrees are Now Permanent and Eternal with the Seal of 

Peace and Aloha in God’s Truth, Love, Power and Wisdom.”   

‘I AM’ The Divine Oneness of My Soul. 

‘I AM’ the Complete Integration of My Monad.  

‘I AM’ the Loving Vibration of the Creator.  

‘I AM’ The Keys, Patterns and Codes of the Creator’s Love.  

‘I AM’ Love and I Magnify the Love of God Throughout the Earth. 

 

As Above, So Below!  As Within, So Without!  As the Soul, So the Universe! 

‘I AM’ That ‘I AM’!  ‘I AM’ That ‘I AM’!  ‘I AM’ That ‘I AM’! 

‘I AM’ Grateful!  ‘I AM’ Grateful!  ‘I AM’ God Grateful! 

I Am St.  Germain, Your Holy Brother. 



BENEDICTION: We Gratefully Arise and Awaken in Our Free Will, by Conscious 

Command, the Violet Consuming Flame; By the Law of Cosmic Christ Purity Within By 

Be-Coming the HEART OF THE ‘I AM’ ONE WORLD NATION’. 

 

 


